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"I never doubted that equal rights was the right direction. Most reforms, most problems are complicated. But to me there is nothing complicated about ordinary equality"

-Alice Paul

Alice Paul was an astonishing American suffragist, feminist, and a women’s rights activist. All throughout the 1900’s women were treated like “dogs”. Women would get paid less than men, as Nicholson described “…mothers told their children to be quiet in public, girls were told to stay in their place and, mostly, do not make a spectacle of yourself. Wives, mothers, sisters; all women were held hostage in highly defined roles, theyZARt were expected to dress proper in attire which always included a hat and restricted social participation. There was lots of backbreaking work but somehow women were still thought to be frail and expected to be docile…” (Nicholson). However, Alice Paul was one of the thousand women who helped transform society today. It all started on January, 11, 1885, in Mount Laurel Township, New Jersey where Paul first became part of the patriarchal world. Paul was born into a family who highly supported gender equality. Paul’s mother, Tacie Paul, was even part of the National American Women’s Suffrage Association. At a young age, Paul was first introduced to the suffrage movement when her mother often took her to women’s suffrage meetings. They would also frequently held meetings in their residence. All of her life, she fought for the equality of sexes. Alice Paul was a tough, inimitable women’s rights activist because she helped develop the 19th Amendment (which gave women the right to vote) and the Equal Rights Amendment, although she died by the time it was officially considered an amendment but, she still helped and supported getting the amendment passed by all the required states. Paul encountered many difficulties, and she also explored different
feminist organizations to meet new people, helping women get what they rightfully deserved. Paul also exchanged many ideas to convince the people that women are just as equal, as men are. Paul was not like other women feminists, she was unique and wild. She was a leader and she was on top of everything. She came up with good ideas and was very good at getting noticed by the public.

According to Reiter “Paul finished high school in 1901 with top of her senior class. She soon graduated from Swarthmore college in 1905, getting an internship in social work and later earning a Ph.D in biology in 1907 from the University of Pennsylvania. Later that year, Paul left to Birmingham, England to study social work at various British universities” (Reiter). While in England, Paul first became politically active when she met the Pankhurst women, some of the most violent suffragettes who approved “direct and visible measures, such as heckling, window smashing, and rock throwing, to raise public awareness about the suffrage issue” (Reiter). Alice Paul exchanged ideas with the suffragettes and began doing the same impassioned actions as they did. She eventually joined their movement and admitted to “personally breaking more than forty-eight windows and being arrested and imprisoned on several occasions” (Reiter).

On March 3, 1913, Paul put together a huge parade of women in Washington, D.C., hoping to get the nation’s and President Woodrow Wilson’s attention. The parade Paul put together was really Paul’s first big push into getting the public’s attention toward the movement. As Nicholson said “This event would change the suffrage identity from state to state battles to a national movement” (Nicholson). She mostly organized the parade to coincide with the day before President Wilson’s new term in the office.
Over eight-thousand women marched up Pennsylvania Avenue from the Capitol to the White House with banners and floats. More than half the people that were there in town supported Wilson for his inauguration. President Wilson didn’t get to experience the march as he came by train in order to reduce the amount of people who were there to greet him. Some of the bystanders started to mock and make fun of the suffragists with verbal insults. It got to the point where the insults were no longer verbal; the situation escalated quickly into physical violence against the marchers. The police just watched and did not help the suffragists. Paul encountered the difficulties of doing such a risky thing putting all the women and men who marched with her that day in great danger.

“When order was eventually restored, Paul’s strategy had worked. The newspapers covered the event extensively, and suffrage had captured the nation’s attention” (Shetterly). The march was highly publicized because many police officers didn’t do anything to stop the riot, several people were angry, the Washington, D.C. superintendent of police lost his job. On March 17, Paul and other suffragists met with the President and told him about their issue. He told them that it wasn’t a good time for an amendment. They met with President Wilson two more times in the same month still making no progress. As Paul stated to President Wilson “Mr. President how long must women wait to get their liberty? Let us have the rights we deserve.” (Paul)

Alice Paul encountered many obstacles, one being she spent several terms in jail. Paul has been caught up with the law a total of ten times. Starting in January 1917, Paul and other women picketed the White house for up to eighteen months, they were also the first people to picket the White house. As described in an article on the National Women’s History Museum website “over 1,000 “Silent Sentinels” slowly marched, day
and night, in front of the White House gates, displaying suffrage banners with messages such as, “Mr. President, how long must women wait for liberty?” They endured the verbal and physical attacks of spectators which only increased after the United States entered World War I and the women’s signs became more accusatory, asking President Wilson how he could send American men to die in a war for democracy when he denied women the right to vote at home.” Many women also encountered challenges as did Paul when they were jailed for blocking roads, and causing traffic jams. The more women would picket the White House, the longer the time their sentences in jail would be. As Paul said "It even became fashionable to picket for suffrage and then serve time in jail” (Brown).

Later, returning home to America in 1912, after joining the movement with the Pankhurst Women in England the first feminist activist association Paul explored into the American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA). She ended up co-founding a group called the Congressional Union with Lucy Burns, who was another rights activist. They also founded the National Women’s Party (NWP) and the National Equal Suffrage Campaign. Anne Martin, a young woman who also had experience with the British suffrage movement, and then the Nevada Equal Suffrage Campaign was to be the head of this party. The Congressional Union later, came together with the National Women’s party. Paul explored several women’s rights organizations but was mostly known for being part of the National Women’s party.

In the depths of being on a hunger strike, Paul and her companions were arrested for picketing the White House. Paul was given seven months in jail. Paul exchanged ideas with the women in jail to come up with an plan to get what they
wanted, to be treated like political criminals. According to the Alice Paul Institute “their
demands were met with brutality as suffragists, including frail, older women, were
beaten, pushed and thrown into cold, unsanitary, and rat-infested cells”. The women
then went on a hunger strike; “food simply isn’t important to me”, Paul said as she
refused to eat the food the jail offered, and threatened to starve to death unless she and
her six companions were given better food. Because of her refusal to eat, the jail
threatened her to put Paul in an insane asylum, but Paul and her partners were rather
forcefully fed in a tortuous method.

In 1917, after a public outcry of the prison’s abuse towards Paul and the
suffragists in jail, “…President Wilson reversed his position and announced his support
for a suffrage amendment, calling it a “war measure” (Carol, et., Al.). The 19th
Amendment was finally endorsed in 1920 after all the troubles Paul and other women
encountered in order to receive justice.

"While many suffragist’s left the public life of activism after the 19th Amendment
was enacted, Alice Paul believed the true battle for equality had yet to be won” (Carol, et., Al.). This meant that although everyone seemed satisfied after getting the 19th
amendment, most people felt that they did as much as they could to get what they
deserved. Most of them went back to living their normal lives, what they did before
going politically active. However Paul, didn't feel satisfied, she knew that there was
more yet to be done. Paul wanted to explore better, bigger ideas, so she set her
standards higher; to get the equal rights amendment enforced. “This amendment called
for absolute equality stating, “Men and women shall have equal rights throughout the
United States and every place subject to its jurisdiction” (Carol, et., Al.). The Equal
Rights Amendment was introduced to Congress in every session they had from 1923 until it was officially passed in 1972 and sent for ratification. According to the Alice Paul Institute the amendment read “equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of sex.” Unfortunately, only thirty-five, out of the needed thirty-eight signed the amendment by its deadline. Sadly Paul died during the campaign of ratification in 1977. The campaign of ratification was mostly led by the National Organization for Women (NOW).

As in an article by Jo Freeman all about the memorial march for Alice Paul “Soon thereafter Elizabeth Chittick, the current National Women’s Party President, decided that the 1977 celebration of Suffrage Day should honor the Parties (NWP) founder. She asked National Organization of Women and other women's organization to join their party in a march up Pennsylvania Avenue. The Nation Women’s Party also invited several original suffragists to march with them” (Freeman). They wanted to recreate the suffrage parade that took place in Washington, D.C. in 1913. The National Women’s party asked that women who participated to wear white but some women wore purple, white, and gold. “The NPW explained that purple stood for the "Royal Glory of Womanhood"; white for "Purity in the Home and in Politics"; and gold for the "Crown of Victory". Some people carried original Suffrage banners; some carried new ones made for this march which identified their organizations and/or support for the Equal Rights Amendment” (Freeman). However, this march had a better ending then it did in 1913. Instead of the police overlooking the mob, the police escorted the parade with a motorcycle. President Jimmy Carter, who was already known for supporting the Equal Rights Amendment, “…met with leaders of eighty women's groups where he passed out
pens used to sign a proclamation designating August 26 as Women’s Equality Day” (Freeman). Even though not everybody agreed with the new amendments and the memorial march for Alice Paul but they were more self-controlled unlike, the historic parade that took place in 1913.

The legend’s last day of walking of the Earth was July, 9th, 1977. “Her life demonstrates that one person can make a difference. Her legacy lives on, bearing witness to the significance of her life and inspiring others who struggle for social justice.” (Carol, et., Al.) Alice Paul had a well respected life as she fought audaciously and meticulously to be equal. She encountered several tough obstacles such as being in and out of jail numerous times and going on hunger strikes to being brutally beaten. She also explored different types of people such as the Pankhurst women, Lucy Burns and many other women. Paul also explored different associations, as she also founded some as well. Paul exchanged many magnificent ideas and thoughts. It is very rare that a person dedicates their entire life to a single cause in which they believe but that’s exactly what Paul did. Thanks to Alice Paul and everyone who participated in the women suffrage movement for helping women today to be just as independent and powerful as men are. Although, women still have a lot more work needed to do. Sexism is everywhere around the world then and now. “There will never be a new world order until women are a part of it” (Paul). Paul’s legacy will forever live on in the history of equality. Paul did so much to help the women in America become more powerful. Many people are inspired by feminist such as Paul. Alice Paul was a remarkable, courageous woman.
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